
7.12 Review
7.12.1 Key knowledge summary
7.2 Examining the evidence• Traditional Chinese Confucian society placed great importance on knowledge and study.• Chinese royal historians recorded the events of the royal families in what were known as the ‘dynastic

histories’.• Modern historians must evaluate these sources carefully because they would often portray the
represented dynasty in a very positive way, even though that was not always the case.• The development of photography over 1750–1918 also provided an entirely new medium through
which to interpret historical events. However, like any other source, photography must be treated with
a healthy amount of suspicion.

7.3 Qing China• Prior to the seventeenth century China was largely isolated from and unknown to the European world.• The key influencing philosophy of Confucianism formed the basis of Chinese culture, law, and society
for centuries, resulting in an inward-looking traditional system of government.• The emperor had ultimate power and ruled by what was known as the ‘mandate of heaven’.• If heaven turned against the emperor through bad harvests or failure in warfare, then the emperor was
seen to have lost the mandate. This often resulted in the overthrow of the emperor and the rise of a
different ruling family or ‘dynasty’.

7.4 Living under the emperor• Life in traditional China was governed closely by Confucianism, which resulted in a social structure
not unlike the feudal system in Europe.• The family was seen as the basic building block of society so its structure remained very rigid.• All members of the family were expected to know their place; women were subordinate to men.• Socially, the ‘four occupations’ classified the population into a hierarchy, though in reality not all
occupations were reflected in these four.• Political challenges in the late nineteenth century began to defy social norms. As a result, the
twentieth-century Chinese society saw dramatic changes to many rules and customs previously held
for centuries.

7.5 Arrival of the foreigners• The first Europeans to make contact with China were traders in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.• They were not regarded as a threat to the Chinese, who felt that there was little foreigners could offer
them.• However, more European powers began to seek trade. The Chinese attempted to limit the trade to
specified cities under what became known as the ‘Canton System’.• This ultimately led to conflict with the foreign powers, in particular the British, when the British
attempts to increase trade were rebuffed.• Traditional Chinese weapons were no match for Western technology and China’s repeated defeats at
the hands of the foreign powers led to a range of ‘unequal treaties’ being signed and an increased sense
of bitterness and resentment towards foreign influence in China.

7.6 Expansion, trade, conflict• The mid- to late nineteenth century saw great change in China, brought about largely by foreign
influence.• Pleas from Lin Zexu directly to Queen Victoria had little effect on foreign trade and influence.
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• China’s defeat in the Opium Wars, fought against a coalition of foreign powers, led to internal
resentment towards the weak Qing dynasty.• The resultant Taiping Rebellion and Boxer Rebellion saw Chinese anger directed both at the foreign
powers and at the Qing dynasty itself.• The emergence of Japan as a major world power presented a new threat for China.• The monarchy found itself under threat from home and abroad, and attempts at reform to modernise
and strengthen the country were resisted by then Empress Dowager Cixi.

7.7 Economic and social effects• In addition to the political changes influenced by foreign powers, the economic and social effects also
began to be felt more widely.• The shift in agriculture from food crops to silk and tea to meet the British demand resulted in a fall in
food production.• This shortage in turn drove prices up, making it difficult for poorer people to afford basic staple
products.• Socially, British imports of opium had a significant impact.• More opium coming into China resulted in greater quantities of the drug being available more cheaply
than ever before.• Its use became widespread and at one point an estimated one-quarter of the adult male population were
addicted.• Foreign ideas also started to spread in China.• Reformers called for modernisation of the country, but this was resisted because of the fear of
ever-increasing foreign influence.• The Qing dynasty was trying desperately to hang on to traditional power in a modernising world.

7.8 Resistance in China• The Boxer Rebellion is the most well known of the violent reactions to foreign influence.• The Boxers called for the expulsion of foreigners from China and a return to traditional values.• The Empress Dowager Cixi was in a difficult position because secretly she agreed with the Boxers, but
publicly denounced the uprising in the hope of reducing the harsh treatment imposed by the foreign
powers after the uprising was crushed.• Her death in 1908 resulted in a power struggle between Sun Yixian and Yuan Shikai, which ultimately
led to the declaration of China as a republic in 1911 and the end of the 300-year-old Qing dynasty.

7.9 Continuity and change• Politically, the China that emerged in the first part of the twentieth century was drastically different to
the China of the nineteenth century.• It had become a republic with a president as head of state, rather than a monarchy with an all-powerful
emperor.• However, the new government faced challenges of its own.• Japan’s ‘Twenty-One Demands’ of 1915 was yet another humiliating imposition on China that once
again saw foreign influence creating tensions both within China and with the international community.
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Britain sends Sir George Macartney 

to China in an attempt to encourage

diplomatic relations.

1842    

The First Opium War ends with the

signing of the Treaty of Nanjing. 

1850

The Taiping Rebellion begins.

1856

The Second Opium War (Arrow War) begins.

1860

The Second Opium War (Arrow War) ends.

1864

The Taiping Rebellion is finally subdued.

1800

Despite an import ban on opium, the British 

smuggle large amounts of it into China. 

Much of the population becomes addicted.

1894–5

Sino-Japanese War

1898

The Hundred Days’ Reform attempts 

to modernise China.

1908

The Dowager Empress Cixi dies.

1912

Pu Yi, the last Chinese emperor, abdicates.1911

Revolutions erupt across

much of China.

1899–1901

Boxer Rebellion

1861

The new Empress Dowager Cixi 

comes to power.

1847–52

Natural disasters

strike China, placing great strain on

the government.

1839

The First Opium War begins.
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7.12.2 Reflection
Complete the following to reflect on your learning.

7.12 ACTIVITIES
Revisit the inquiry question posed in the Overview:
Insert hook question from overview

1. Now that you have completed this topic, what is your view on the question? Discuss with a partner. Has
your learning in this topic changed your view? If so, how?

2. Write a paragraph in response to the inquiry question outlining your views.

eWorkbook Reflection (doc-xxxxx)

Crossword (doc-xxxxx)

Interactivity China crossword (int-xxxx)

KEY TERMS
concubine a woman who lives with a man she is not married to and has a lower social rank than his wife
Daoist ancient Chinese philosophical/religious tradition emphasising simple living in harmony and balance with
the universe
despot a ruler with almost unlimited power who uses it unfairly or cruelly
gunboat diplomacy a coercive form of diplomacy in which a country threatens the use of military force to
achieve its objectives
junks chinese sailing ship
kowtow to kneel and touch the forehead to the ground in deep respect for an emperor
legations a foreign country’s diplomatic office, similar to an embassy
mandate of heaven the idea that heaven blessed the rule of a just emperor but could rescind that blessing if the
emperor ruled unjustly
Marco Polo merchant from Venice who travelled through Asia in the thirteenth century; generally credited with
introducing Europeans to China and Central Asia
spirit possession an alleged supernatural event in which a spirit or god takes control of the human body,
creating changes in behaviour
subordinate having a lower or less important position
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